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Abstract: Rana muscosa (mountain yellow-leggedfmg) was Aislamiento de las poblaciones remanentes de la rana nativa. ' 

Rana MILSC~W, por peces introducldos en 10s Parques 
Nacionales del Caiion de 10s Reyes y Sequoia, California 

bowever, R mwosa  bas dlsappearedJi.om may sites wftbin 
tbe park dutjng tbe past 30 ye- and it appears to b m  
gone extfnct in some drainage systems Fragmentation of 
populations may bave caused or contrfbuted to tbese recent - - 
extfnctfons, because R muscosa populatfonr are sign!ff- 
mtly more fsolated fmm one anotber &y f i b  bt pment 
tban in ptes-ing condiffons A total of312 lake-dtes in 
95 drainage bascns were suruqededfm amphibians and f& in 
198P-1990. For tbe 109 sites containing R rnus~o~~un? de- 
s t w o r k s  of sites connected to one anotber via f M -  
less streany and un? compared tbese p e n t  fibless net- 
works ( " ' e n t  netwonks") to tkose expected for tbe same 
sites assuming tbatf7sb bad not been introduced to tbeparks 
rfornaer networks"). Most present networks consFFt of only 
one site (mean = 1.4), wbema tbe former networks average 
5.2 sftes Tbf di f fmce  represen6 appmximclte& a 10-fold 

~ekrnen: Rana Muscosa firs elfminada en mucbos de los 
lagos y clusos de agua de los Pmques Nadonales del Caiion 
de Im Rgres y Setpoki-4 CaIrforn4 p o r p e c ~ ~  inlmducidos al 
comienzo de ate s&la Sin embmgq en aguas no babitadas 
p o r p q  R muscosa ba desapanxido de mucbos siNos den- 
ho de los pawpm durn,& 10s pasados 30 mSw y p a e  
babeme extfngufh en algunos sfstemas de dmqfe. La j kg-  
mentddn de la poblaclh puede baber cawark, o contrf- 
buido a estas extinctones recfentespoqw en la actual- 
laspoblaciones de R muscosa esan signrficatiwmente nuis 
afsladas unas de ohas (a causa de lospeces) que durante las 
condidones anterfores a la sfembra En 1-90 se realizd 
U M  evaluacidn de Ios m,$ibfos y p e w  en un total de 312 
siNos en lagos y 95 cuencas de dmu#e Para las 109 sitfm 
que contenfan R. muscosa, delinearnos redes de sitios 
conectados en* sf a h-a& de rfos sin peces y compmamas 
estas redes sin peces actwles ("redes achrales') con aquellas Y 

~~t aaWeS us ~ ~ ~ n m e n t a ~  htedfon A g m c ~  En*n- me&hpara los m-os bajo la supmid6n de p 
7 
$ 
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d i 4 i e  in connecffuity ofpopulaffatq which tk defined as 
tbe mean number of potential d&pmal l i d s  Cflsbless 
streams) per network Connectivity averages only 0.43 in 
piwent network& in contrast to 4.15 in f m e r  ones ' 

Introduction 

During the past three decades, populations of many spe- 
cies of amphibians have declined or disappeared 
throughout the world (Barinaga 1990; Wake 1991). 
These declines have been alarming, in part, because the 
causes have often not been evident, and declines have 
occurred in some of the best preserved environments 
on earth. One such area is the Sierra Nevada of Califor- 
nia at high elevation, where at least two of five species 
of aquatic-breeding amphibians, Ram muscosa (moun- 
tain yellow-legged h g )  and Bufo canorus (Yosemite 
toad), have been declining (Phillips 1990). Population 
declines or disappearances of these amphibians have 
been reported from many locations in the Sierra Nevada, 
including sites within Yosemite, Sequoia, and Kings Can- 
yon National Parks, and from several wilderness areas 
within and outside these parks. Most of these declines 
appear not to be associated with any obvious change in 
the terrestrial environment or in pattern of land or rec- 
reational use. Both species recently have become can- 
didates for federal listing as endangered or threatened. 

A number of hypotheses have been proposed for re- 
cent amphibian population declines, but little informa- 
tion is available in most cases (Barinaga 1990; Wyman 
1990). In the western United States, acid deposition 
does not appear to be the cause of'recent population 
declines of R muscosa and B. c a n m  in the Sierra 
Nevada, nor R pipiens and B. &weas in the Rocky 
Mountaim (Corn et al. 1989; Bradford et al. 1992; Corn 
& Vertucci 1992). Drought in the western U.S. from 
1986 to the present may have been detrimental to some 
amphibian populations, but population declines of R 
muscos@ B, canoncs; and some other species were ev- 
ident before this time. Moreover, R muscosa inhabits 
primarily permanent waters that persist even during 
prolonged droughts (Zweifel 1955; Mullaly & Cunning- 
ham 1956; personal observation). 

, In the Sierra Nevada, it is generally recognized that 
several species of introduced $almonid fishes have pro- 
foundly affected the distribution of at least R muscosa 
within the past century by eliminating the species from 
nearly all waters inhabited by fish (Grinnell & Storer 
1924; Bradford 1989). Presumably, these eradications 
occurred Largely by predation on tadpoles (Hayes & 
Jennings 1986), which are restricted to permanent wa- 
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r k , r e s p m e d h  5.2 sittos esta drfnwtcia r e h e n &  apw- 
imadamente una d r f w  de 10 en la c o n & t i ~  
de laspoblaciotq la cual es definkla wmo el ntimeropro. 
medio de 10s lazospotendales de dtkpersidn (le, curses sin 
peces) pot d En las re& pmene la conectividad pro-, 
media sdlamente 0.43, lo que contmsta con el 4.15 de Cas 
ant- 

ter during the two to three summers required to reach 
metamorphosis (Zweifel 1955; Cory 1962). Despite 
such reductions, R muscosa remained an abundant and 
widespread species in the Sierra Nevada until at least the 
1960s in the many locations not inhabited by flsh (Brad- 
ford et al., unpublished manuscript). It is in these fish- 
less waters that recent population declines and disap- 
pearances have been reported. Thus, predation by 
introduced flshes appears not to be the direct cause of 
more recent population declines of R muscosa. 

We suggest that introduced fishes may have indirectly 
caused population decIines in R muscosa by isolating 
remaining populations. Prior to 1870, vittudy all of the 
thousands of lakes at high elevation in the S i m  Nevada 
(>2500 m) were barren of fish (Christenson 1977); 
many or most of these probably were inhabited by R 
muscosa (Grinnell & Storer 1924). Populations of R 
muscosa presumably were connected to one another 
via waterways, because R muscosa inhabits streams as 
well as lakes, and both adults and tadpoles are closely 
tied to water (Zweifel 1955). Upon elimination of R 
muscosa from many sites by introduced fish, remaining 
populations were isolated. Thus, extinction of popula- 
tion fragments by natural causes may have become 
more likely, largely because of reduction in the size of 
remaining populations and the f$ct that the population 
size of many temperate amphibians is sensitive to fluc- 
tuations in the physical environment (Pechmann et aL 
1 99 1 ; Sjogren 1 99 1 ). Moreover, re-establishment of lo- 
cally extinct populations by colonization would have 
been impeded by fragmentation (Wilcox 1980; Hanski 
1989; Hanski & Gilpin 1991). 

Regardless of the cause of local extinctions of R mus- 
cosa in recent decades, the impediment posed by intro- 
duced fish to the persistence of remaining populations 
and recolonization of extinct ones represents a poten- 
tially serious management dilemma for the National 
Park Service. Rana muscosa is a protected native spe- . 
cies potentially thfeatened by several introduced spe- 
cies comprisiig a popular sport fishery. The inherent 
conflict challenges the National Park Service mandate to 
protect native biota and ecosystems under its steward- 
ship. 

The purposes of the present study are (1) to deter- 
mine the current distribution of remaining populations 
of R muscosa relative to the distribution of introduced 
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fishes; (2) to use thisinforination to estimate the degree 
of isolation of remaining R muscosa populations from 
one another by the preknce of introduced fishes. in 
intervening waters; and (3) to compare this estimate to 
the degree of isolation expected to have existed prior to 
fish introduciions. The study fo&es on Sequoia and 
Kings Canyon National Pa&s, California, because the& 
parks include a large portion of the range of R muscosa 
in the sierra Nevada (Zweifel 1955)) and because back- 
country rangers were av-le to conduct field surveys 
over much of the area. 

, Study Area and Background Biology . ' . , 

Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks lie adjacent to 
one another along the western slope of the ~ier& Ne- 
vada and jointly comprise 3498 h2, 73% of which lies 
above 2500 m elevation (Fig 1). The parh contain a 
total of 2801 lakes designated on 1:24,000 scale maps'of 
the United States Geological Survey, 95% of which lie 
above 2500 m elevation. These high lakes are -y- 
glacial i n ~ d ~ ~ d , l i e e i n i n t h e e h ~ ~ - ~ ~ f o & U Z m a j ~ f f  
Z r  systems (San Joaquin, Kings _ a ~ - - . v ~ * - . 4 - -  Kaweah and Kern). 
thia d ~ * - . t l i ~ s ~ o ~ v a l l e y .  Most of the land 
above 2500 m elevation lies in designated wilderness 
areas; use is restricted to recreational backcountry ac- 
tivities, with access only by foot or pack animal. 

' Within the parks R mILscosa has disappeared 6rom 

Pigum I.  Location map of Sequoia and Kings Can- 
yon National Parks, Calrfmia 

about half of the sites where it was extant two to h e e  
decades ago, including all sites within some drainage 
systems (Bradford et al., unpublished manuscript). 
Rana muscosa historically occurred in suitable habitat 
throughout most of the Sierra Nevada above about 2000 
m elevation, ranging between extremes of 1400 and 
3660 m (Zweifel 1955; Mullaly & Cunningham 1956). 
Tadpoles are largely restricted to permanent still water, 
usually deeper than 1 m (Bradford 1989). Adults typi- 
cally live in or immediately adjacent to water through- 
out the year and usually overwinter in water under ice 
(Zweifel 1955; Mullaly & C a g h a m  1956; Bradford 
1983). Both tadpoles and adults are often extremely 
abundant in ponds, lakes, and meadows with permanent 
pools; they often inhabit streams, but at lower densities 
(GrinneU & Storer 1924; Zweifel 1955). 

Prior to European colonization, waters within the 
parks were largely barren of fish because fish could not 
move up the steep stream gradients created by glacia- 
tion (Christenson 1977). Oncodynchus aguabonita 
(golden trout) inhabited streams (and possibly a few 
lakes) at the southern edge of Sequoia National Park 
(Schreck & Behnke 19711 0. mykb (rainbow trout) 
may have reached high elevation (>2500 m elevation) 
in some major streams elsewhere within unglaciated re- 
gions of the parks (Christenson 1977, personal commu- 
nication). However, waterfalls and other barriers pre- 
vented these populations from penetrating lakes at high 
elevation. During the past century, four species of fish 
were both systematically and casually introduced by 
pack animal, aircraft, and backpack to many locations 
within the parks and became established within the geo- 
graphic range of R muscosa: Onconbynchus aguabo- 
nitq 0. mykiss sspp:, Salmo hutta (brown trout), and 
Salvelinus fontinalb (brook char) (California Depart- 
ment of Fish and Game records). These species (and 
hybrids) are now established in most streams and lakes 
in the parks (National Park Service records). 

Methods 

Current Distribution of Rana musCaPB and Fish 

Surveys to determine the status of anurans and fish were 

tification and survey methodology for the aquatic- 
breeding amphibians inhabiting the parks at high 
elevation: R mwcosq PseudarrIs [ =Hy&] regflla (Pa- 
cific chorus frog), and Bufo spp. They searched shore- 
lines of selected lakes, 0.5 ha or larger shown on 1: 
24,000 topographic maps, at least once between June 
and September during the daytime in good weather, 
when tadpoles tend to concentrate in warm shallows 
near shore and adults are most conspicuous (Bradford 
1984; 1989). Rangers were instructed to search all 
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shorelines and near-shore waters at a rate slow enough 
to avoid detection failures. These searched areas were 
termed "lake-sites" because, in addition to the lakes, 
they included adjacent small ponds and pools when 
present. Rangers selected lake-sites within their territo- 
ries in a nonrandom manner; selection was deliberately 
moderately biased toward lake-sites, most likely to con- 
tain suitable habitat for amphibians. At each lake-site the 
presence or absence of tadpoles and metamorphosed 
individuals of each species was recorded. For conve- 
nience we classified the areas surveyed into distinct 

I "survey basins" in which the lowest elevation was near 
the lowest lake and no lakes (or only one) occurred 
downstream from the basin. 

Data for some sites were obtained in the same Eashion 
by a team engaged in amphibian surveys for other pur- 
poses (Bradford et aL 1993). In addition, some data 
were obtained by rangers and by this team for sites 
other than lake-sites. These included small isolated lakes 
not shown on maps, ponds in meadows, and streams. 
Finally, data for some current locations of R mrcscosa 
(defined as 1987 or later) were obtained from sightings 
recorded by other National Park Service staff. 

During the surveys, the presence or absence of fish 
was also determined by direct observation or informa- 
tion from Bshermen in the field h addition, an exten- 
sive pafk database was used that included data for fish 
distribution based on direct observations, California De- 
pamnent of Fish and Game stocking records since 1970, 
and National Park Service fish surveys. 

Isolation of Raaa myc(wB by Introduced Fishes 
Because of logistical constraints in the extremely rug- 
ged terrain, not all backcountry lake-sites that poten- 
tially could contain R muscosa or fish were searched in 
any one area. Consequently, it was not possible to de- 
lineate the distribution of all remaining sites of R mus- 
cosa nor to determine the total number of R muscosa 
sites connected to one another via fishless waters in a 
given area Instead, we delineated networks of R mus- 
cosa sites that were connected to one another via fish- 
less drainage channels, and we compared these present 
fishless networks ("present networks") to those ex- 
pected for the same sites assuming that no fish had been 
introduced to the Sierra Nevada ( " f o ~ e r  networks"). 
To delineate the present networks, we plotted all sites 
surveyed for or known to contain R muscosa or fish on 
1:24,000-scale quadrangles. We assumed fish to be 
present in permanent streams downstream from an esl 
tabfished Bsh population. Drainage channels connecting 
two R mwcosa sites that did not meet the above cri- 
teria were assumed to be fishless. Thus, the number of R 
muscosa sites in a present network may be an overes- 
timate of the actual number in some cases. 

We reconstructed the approximate former networks 
ofR muscosa sites by estimating the original distribu- 
tion of native fish in streams. We defined fishless areas as 

the watershed upstream from a topographic barrier to 
upstream fish colonization Most of these barriers were 
obvious b e h s e  they consisted of waterfalls, cataracts, 
or steep gradients formed by glacial action. A few cases 
were less clear, but a barrier was inferred if native fish 
were known to have been absent in lakes at the head- 
waters of the streams (Christenson 1977). 

We computed a measure of "connectivity" for both 
present and former networks to estimate the degree to 
which populations are or were connected to one an- 
other by flshless drainage channels. Connectivity is de- 
fined as the mean number of potential dispersal "links" 
between R muscosa sites within the fishless networks. 
A link is a drainage channel connecting two sites. The 
number of such links per network equals n - 1 (where 
n = number of R muscosa sites in the network) be- 
cause the drainage system is dendritic in pattern and . 
two sites are virtually never connected by more than 
one drainage channel. 

Results 
Abundance and Distribution of Sites Currently Inhabited by 
R. muscosa and Introduced Fish 

At least one lake-site was searched in each of 95 survey 
basins in 1989 or 1990 (Table 1). These basins were 
scattered throughout the patks at high elevation and 
included headwaters of the four river systems in the 
patks. The 95 basins contained 1275 lakes, 45% of the 
2801 lakes in the parks. 

A total of 3 12 lake-sites were searched for R muscosa 
and fish in 1989 or 1990 (Table 1 ), 24.5% of the lakes 
in the basins. Of these, R mrcscosa was found in 109 
(34.9%). with tadpoles occurring in 66 of these. Fish 
were found at 142 (45.5% ) of the 312 lake-sites 
searched (Table 1). At lake-sites where both R muscosa 
and Bsh were present, R muscosa was typically restricted 
to smaller bodies of water where Bsh were absent 

Fjfty-three lake-sites were surveyed in both 1989 and 
1990. Rana muscosa was found at 22 of these sites: ten 
during both years, eight in 1989 only, and four in 1990 
only. Fish were found at 31 of the 53 sites: 23 during 
both years, three in 1989 only, and five in 1990 only. 

Table 1. Results of sarveys for R musraPs and fish i lake& 
in 1989 and 1990. 

No. of survey basins 95 
Total no. lake-sites in basins 1,275 
No. lake-sites searched 312 
No. lake-sites containing R muscosa 

Tadpoles present 66 
Tadpoles absent 39 
Unspecified stage 4 
Total 109 

No. lake-sites contalnig Bsh 142 
i 

Swvey basins and 1ake.dte.s arr, defined in t a t  At least one lake-site 
u ~ s  sumqwd in eacb basin R rnuscosa and fish were considered 
present at a site if they were observed in either 1989 or 1990. 
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' . Distribution of Current'R inuscoss.dit& Relative to 
Distribution of Introduced Fish 
The current sites inhabited by R muscosa are largely 
separated from one another by introduced fish inter- 
vening waterways (Fig. 2a). For the lake-sites searched 
(systematic survey, n = 109) and for all knowp sites 
within the basins surveyed ( n  = 152), the size of 
present fishless networks averages only 1.4 and 1.5 R 
muscosa sites, respectively. Most networks consist of 
only one' site, and the largest network for the 152 
known sites is eight. 
This situation contrasts to that for former fishless net- 

works, the condition prior to fish stocking (Fig. 26). For 
the same sites described above, means of 5.2 lake-sites 
and 6.3 known sites comprise the former networks, and 
the largest network for the 152 known sites is 29. This 
difference in number of sites per network Mers signif- 
icantly between present and former networks (P < 
0.001 for both the systematic survey and all known sites, 
Kolmogorov-Smimw Test). 

Rana muscosa sites are dramatically more isolated 
from one another by fish at present than in prestocking 
conditions. The connectivity of R muscosa sites in 
present versus former networks differs by approxi- 
mately 10-fold. That is, for 109 lake-sites, the mean num- 
ber of potential dispersal links per network averaged 
only 0.43 in present networks but 4.15 in former ones. 
For all known sites ( n  = 152), these values are 0.52 and 
5.3, respectively. This difference is also evident when 
the number of R muscosa sites that are isolated from all 
other sites (number of siteslnetwork = 1 in Figure 2) 
are compared. At present, 53% of the lake-sites in 
present networks are isolated from all other sites by fish, 
whereas only 4.6% of the lake-sites in former networks 
are so Isolated For all known sites, these values are 49% 
and 4.6%, respectively. 

The median nearest-neighbor distance between 
present Ashless networks, measured via connecting 
drainage channels shown on 1:24,000-scale maps, was 
2.4 km; the range was 0.1 to 21 km. 

Discussion 
Extent of Isolation of Remaining R m u s m  Populations 
by Introduced Fish 

We have assumed in this study that drainage channels 
are the primary routes of dispersal for R muscosa. This 
seems reasonable because tadpoles are entirely aquatic, 
and juvenile and adult frogs do not stray fat from water 
(Zweifel 1955; Mullaly & Cunningham 1956). In two 
summers spent in the field observing hundreds' of frogs, 
the senior author never found juveniles or adults more 
than a meter or two ftom standing or running water in 
regular drainages, even during summer rainstorms. 

We also assumed that the vrqgg&u- 

109 lake-sites 

.All Known Sites: 
152 sites 

81 (b) Former Fishless Networks 

0 2 4 6 8 10 11-2021-30 

No. R. muscosa Sites/Network . 

Figure 2. (a) Number and ~sfze of present ffsbless 
networks containing R muscosa sites For example, 
'3" on tbe x-axfs refers to a group of thw R mus- 
cosa sites connected to one anotker atpresent by 
drainage &nneik in which fish am not known to be 
pment; 'Systematic Survqr" r v f m  to tbe survey of 
lake-sites forpresence or absence of R muscosa and 
fisb in 1989 or 1990 (Table 1). 'All Known Sites" 
refers to tbe systematic survgr plus sightings of R 
muscosa in botb lake-sites and nonlake-sites witbfn 
tbe survey basiw documented by varfous fndivfdu- 
ak@m 1987 to 1990. For tke systematic survey, 
total number of networks is 76 and mean number of 
sitesper network f s  1.43. For all known sftes, these 
values are 100 and 1.52, respectively. (b) Number 
and sfze of expected fotmer fishless networks of R 
muscosa sites-networ+ prfo to fM stocking Sites 
and definitions as in (a) above For the systematic 
suroey, total number of networks is 21 and mean 
number of sites per network f s  5.'15. For all known 
sf@ these values are 24 and 634, mpectfvely. 

In the absence of fish, R muscosa adults are often found 
in,or near stream pools (Zweifel 1955; Mullaly & ~ u n - ~  

! - 
ningam m r a d f o r d  1984). Successful breeding 
may occu at such sites, provided that the water persists 
for the two to three summers required for tadpoles to 
reach metamorphosis (Zweifell955; Cory 1962). More- 
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7 over, many juvenile and adult frogs typically move from 
k 
6.. lakes into fishless streams during snowmelt, and then 
Ci 

1: 

retreat to the lake as the streams dry (personal obser- 
'I. r 
I s %  vatton). 

In contrast, tadpoles or metamorphosed individuals 
are rarely seen in streams or lakes inhabited by Ash 
(Grimell& Storer 1924; Bradford 1989). Tadpoles (and 
possibly Juvenile frogs) are attacked and presumably 7 consumed by fish (Hayes & Jennings 1986; Bradford 
1989), whereas adults are likely to be too large to be 
eaten by the relatively small fish typical of high- 
elevation waters. Consequently, the effective dispersal 
distance may be determined by the vagility of adults. 
This, however, is virtually unknown for R muscosa. 
Based on observations of telemetered and marked adults 
(Bmbrd 1984), individuals often reside within a small 
area for most of their activity season (<I00 m2). For 
adult R prettosa in Yellowstone National Park, the ac- 
tivity range over several years averaged 0.9 ha, which 
included migration from hibernacula averaging about 
400 m away (Turner 1960). The maximum dispersal 
distance for R p r e H o s a  was 1.3 lan, whereas the maxi- 
mum dispersal distance observed for other anurans var- 
ies between tens of meters and a few kilometers (Turner 
1960). In a study of 59 populations of R lessonae in 
Sweden, extinction between the 1950s and late 1980s 
occurred in 10 populations isolated by 1.0 km or more 
from other populations, but in no populations closer 
than this distance (Sjogren 1991). Thus, for present net- 
works of R muscosa populations currently separated 
from each other by fish-inhabited waters, the nearest- 
neighbor distance between such networks (median = 
2.4 Inn) may represent a substantial barrier to dispersal 
between sites. 

Regardless of the magnitude of the impediment to 
frog dispersal posed by fish-inhabited streams, remain- 
ing populations of R muscosa are dramatically more 
isolated from one another by the presence of fish in 
intervening waters than they wete prior to the intro- 
duction of fish. The magnitude of this dHerence appears 
to be about 10-fold, based on the connectivity of re- 
maining populations and the Eraction of sites isolated 
from al l  other sites. Such isolation by fish may be even 
more extreme for ranid frogs in other situations, such as 
R cascadae in Lassen Volcanic National Park, where 
only one remaining population is known (Fellers & 
Drost 1993). 

Possible Effects of lsolatioa of R. muscosa Populations by 
introduced FIsh 
The proximate causes for recent population disappear- 
ances of R muscosa in the parks'and elsewhere in the 
Sierra Nevada are not clear, nor is it evident whether 
such causes are natural or anthropogenic in origin 
(Bradford et al., unpublished manuscript). Mass mortal- 
ity of R muscosa has been observed in association with 
Eactop such as disease, predation, and winterkill, all of 
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which may be natural (Bradford 1983; 1991). Anthm- 
pogenic Edctors have been suggested, such as acidic de- 
position, inkeased ultraviolet radiation, range expan- 
sion of introduced fishes, researcher activities, and 
other human activities. No data are available concerning 
the ultraviolet radiation hypothesis, however, and avail- 
able data for the other hypotheses are not supportive 
(Bradford et al. 1992; Bradford et al., unpublished manu- 
script). 

Regardless of the proximate caused of population &I 
appearances of R musws~ the isolation of R muscosa 
by introduced fish may have had progressive, adverse7 
-on populations at least two ways. First, in- 
creased isolation may have contributed to the extinc- 
tion of some populations because smaller populations of 
organisms are generally more susceptible to extinction 
via stochastic events than are larger ones (Wilcox 1980; 
Hanskl1989; Hanski & Gilpin 199 1 ). This effect 'may be 
especially pronounced in R muscosa and many other 
temperate anurans because they often show wide 
swings in population size in response to environmental 
factors (Pechrnann et al. 1991; Sjogren 1991). Second, 
increased isolation of R mwcosa populations may also 
have significantly reduced the probability of recoloni- 
zation of a site where extinction occurred (Wilcox 
1980; Hanski & GIIpin 1991 ). This effect may occur due 
to the decreased size of potential source populations, 
the increased distance from source populations, and di- 
rect predation on dispersing individuals (Hanski 1989; 
Sjogren 199 1 ). Such reduction in recolonization proba- 
bility may be particularly pronounced for R muscosa in 
the Sierra Nevada because the establishment of intro- 
duced fish populations has been most extensive below 
3000 m elevation, and stream connections between 
drainages containing abundant habitat for R muscosa 
(lakes, ponds, and meadow pools) often lie below this 
elevation. 

Conclusions and Management LmpIIcations 
The remaining populations of R muscosa in Sequoia 
and Kings Canyon National Parks appear to represent 
small fragments of former widespread populations, and 
such fragments appear to be largely isolated from one 
another by the presence of introduced fish in interven- 
ing ,waters. Such isolation may have contributed sub- 
stanmy to the extinction of local populations and im- 
peded the recolonization of sites of extinction. These 
potential effects constitute indirect consequences of 
Bsh introductions, which may be further exacerbated 
with time as the ranges of fish continue to expand op- 
portunistically during flood years. Ultimately these indi- 
rect effects may be as important as the direct effect of 
introduced Bsh eliminating R muscosa populations by 
predation. 

The decline of a native vertebrate such as R muscosa 
in Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks should be a 
serious concern to the National Park Service: Rana 
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. ' 888. W o n  of Rana muscosa . : . 
muscosa is a native vertebrate characteristic of aquatic 
communities at high elevation in the Sierra Nevada, and 
large fractions of such communities are contained 
within national parks. Moreover, there is no reason to 
think that population declines of R rnuscosa will not 
continue. The National Park Service has tolerated the 
stocking and recreational taking of alien fish species in 
many national parks, whereas it has prohibited the in- 
troduction and taking of terrestrial animals and plants. 
Moreover, it has actively attempted to eradicate many 
alien terrestrial species, but rarely an alien l3sh species. 
If indeed fibh introduced to the high Sierra Nevada are 
contributing to the extirpation of native R muscosq the 
Park Service may be compelled to reconsider these in- 
consistent practices. 
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